Improving the Fretting Biocorrosion of Ti₆Al₄V Alloy Bone Screw by Decorating Structure Optimised TiO₂ Nanotubes Layer
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Highlights:

Structure optimised TiO$_2$ nanotubes layer was generated on the surface of Ti$_6$Al$_4$V medical grade bone screws, the fretting and corrosion performance of TiO$_2$ nanotube decorated screw was investigated on a fretting test jig. The experiments have demonstrated that the structure optimised TiO$_2$ nanotube decorated Ti$_6$Al$_4$V bone screw exhibited an reduced the fretting wear and improved biocorrosion resistance.
Abstract:

TiO$_2$ nanotubes (NT) has been demonstrated its potential in orthopaedic applications due to its enhanced surface wettability and bio-osteointegration. However, the fretting biocorrosion is the main concern that limited its successfully application in orthopaedic application. In this study, a structure optimised thin TiO$_2$ nanotube (SONT) layer was successfully created on Ti$_6$Al$_4$V bone screw, and its fretting corrosion performance was investigated and compared to the pristine Ti$_6$Al$_4$V bone screws and NT decorated screw in a bone-screw fretting simulation rig. The results have shown that the debonding TiO$_2$ nanotube from the bone screw reduced significantly, as a result of structure optimisation. The SONT layer also exhibited enhanced bio-corrosion resistance compared pristine bone screw and conventionally NT modified bone screw. It is postulated that interfacial layer between TiO$_2$ nanotube and Ti$_6$Al$_4$V substrate, generated during structure optimisation process, enhanced bonding of TiO$_2$ nanotube layer to the Ti$_6$Al$_4$V bone screws that leading to the improvement in fretting corrosion resistance. The results highlighted the potential SONT in orthopaedic application as bone fracture fixation devices.
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1. Introduction

Titanium-based alloy implants have been widely used for various types of bone-anchored reconstructions due to their excellent mechanical properties and the several nanometer thick oxide film that featured with a successful biocompatibility and corrosion resistance [1]. This naturally formed oxide layer is bio-inert, which is not conducive to bonding at bone-implant interface [2]. Vertically aligned anodic NT have attracted much attention for their biofunctions, the improvement of osteointegration by acceleration of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) osteogenic differentiation [3-6]. Moreover, the remarkable antibacterial activity of NT was also documented [7, 8]. The in vivo animal models including mini pigs, rabbits and rats have all well demonstrated that NT has positive biofunctional abilities [9-11]. However, the implant used in human is different from that used in the animals as it needs higher biomechanical stability due to the significant extended service in vivo. In fact, the weak bonding strength of nanotubes to the substrate has been documented, i.e. the nanotubes layer can debonding easily from titanium substrate when subject to stress [12, 13]. The debonding of nanotubes will generate debris and could leading to integration failure at the bone-implant interface. Furthermore, clinical retrieval reports mention that wear debris can cause mild and severe tissue reactions [14, 15]. In typical case, the micro-movement between nanotube layer and the substrate when the implant is inserted into the human body, i.e. fretting will happen. This plays a vital role for the failure of bone-implant interface. Wear particles generated by fretting lead to inflammation and bone resorption, and prevent osteointegration [16]. Apart from fretting wear, fretting-induced corrosion phenomenon is also another dominant factor for implants degradation. Clinically, titanium implants are surrounded by blood-rich tissue, with the serum proteins in the blood possibly affecting implants corrosion behavior. Correspondingly, synergetic contribution from fretting wear and fretting corrosion that occurs at the bone-implant interface is an irreversible process that finally leads to failure of the bone implant [17, 18].

The clinical orthopaedic and dental devices are mostly designed with sharp curved surfaces, such as screw thread. These diverse surfaces cause a more complicated stress distribution on implants surface. Retrieved bone screw examinations revealed server worn thread as a result of fretting, and leading to the mechanical failure of the bone screw. To improve the fretting resistance, we have developed a novel SONT layer on bone screw surface
by creating a interfacial layer between TiO2 nanotube and the substrate. The fretting test was performed by using a self-built test platform to evaluate the anti-wear behavior of resulted SONT, compared with that of pristine bone screw and conventionally NT modified bone screws. In addition, the biocorrosion behavior of the NT and SONT decorated bone screws were also evaluated by monitoring the open circuit potential (OCP) value in simulated body fluid (SBF). The experiment results indicate that screws decorated with both NT and SONT layer exhibited reduced wear and improved anti-corrosion behavior when compared with a pristine machined bone screw (MA). Meanwhile, screw decorated with SONT layer showed much higher wear and corrosion-resistance behavior than that of screw decorated with NT layer. It is postulated that the improvement of fretting corrosion resistance of SONT layer could be attributed to the improvement in interface bonding, that provide a protection effect to the substrate. To our knowledge, this provides the first insight on fretting corrosion behavior of NT and SONT on alloyed orthopaedic screws countering with bone.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Generate conventional and structure optimized TiO2 nanotube on screws

Ti$_6$Al$_4$V medical grade (TC4) veterinary fixation screws (3.5 mm major diameter and 26 mm length, self-tapping screw, Shanghai Huifu manufacturing Co., Ltd) were used in this study for generate NT and SONT modified bone screws. For surface modification, the screws were sequentially cleaned in ultrasonic cleaner for each 15 min with acetone (99.5%, Fisher Scientific), ethanol (99.8%, Fisher Scientific), and deionized (DI) water, then air-dried. The anodization was first performed in ethylene glycol (EG, 99.5%, ACROS Organics) with 0.5 wt% NH$_4$F (98%+, ACROS Organics) for 30 min under 60 V voltage, to obtain conventional NT modified screws. Followed by the first anodization, the screws were further anodized in EG solution with 3 wt% H$_3$PO$_4$ (85%+, Fisher Chemical) for 1 min under 60 V to obtain SONT. The screws were then rinsed with DI water and dried with N$_2$ stream. NT fabrication applied the same procedure without additional anodization step.

2.2 Fretting test

To evaluate the wear behavior of screws under fretting, a test rig setup was configured to simulate the shear at bone implant interface with the load applied vertically on screws (see Figure 1). As shown in Figure 1, a load $F_N$ is applied on bone screws. During the fretting,
debris generated and trapped at bone implant interface is illustrated in Figure 1b, Figure 1c. As the micromechanical properties are altered in dehydrated bone, in this study fresh sheep femoral bones were used in this study as our ex-vivo fretting counter for screws, [19]. The middle part of the femoral bone was collected from local abattoir within 2 hours of sacrifice. The screw was inserted in the new fresh bone to form a tight contact between bone and screw interface. Before insertion, a hole with 3mm in diameter was drilled in the center of the bone, and each self-tapping screw was inserted into each femoral bone individually. Fretting motion was examined by SRV-IV oscillating reciprocating friction and wear tester (Nye Lubricants Company). A load with 100 N was applied on screw head with 300 μm fretting distance at 37°C. Fretting was conducted at frequency of 10 Hz and 36x1000 cycles test was performed.

2.3 Biocorrosion characterization

To investigate biocorrosion behavior, an electrochemical workstation CHI660D (CH Instruments, Inc, Shanghai, China) was used to measure the change of open circuit potential (OCP) was achieved in E versus time in simulated body fluid solution (SBF). Before the fretting test, the OCP curve was recorded for 1200 seconds until curve stabilized. The comparative analysis was carried out by OCP value after 36x1000 cycles fretting test. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to analyze the chemical composition of samples at different areas on specimens.

2.4 Fretting track observation

2.4.1 Optical examinations

Optical observation is an intuitive and widely applied method to evaluate severe wear or corrosion for orthopaedic retrieval implants analysis. As the dark green color of nanotubes layer is significantly different with titanium alloy burnished surface, optical investigations can be a useful tool to investigate the general fretting of the three samples.

2.4.2 Wear observation at tapping areas

According to shear stress generated during insertion, which concentrates at the thread ridge areas of the screw, where the most damaged occurred during insertion by countering the bone. The repetitive shear stress can weaken the bonding of the TiO₂ nanotube layer and lead to TiO₂ nanotubes debonding from the screw substrate. Therefore, the tapping areas of three samples were examined by SEM, and the nanotubes integrity on NT and SONT screws were
investigated and compared. A FESEM (JEOL-7601F, JEOL, Japan) was operated at voltage of 5 kV for topography observation of screws before and after fretting test. The topography of MA, NT and SONT were examined and compared under the same magnification. Under the selected tapping areas, nanotubes damage on NT and SONT could be compared obviously.

2.4.3 NT and SONT integrity on the thread ridges

Ascribed to the scale of nanotubes, conventional wear quantitative methods, for example weight loss is not a suitable method to measure the fretting wear of the nanotubes. Further, wear damage of the screw surface could be widely occurred on different locations of whole screw. Herein, a methodology was proposed to quantify nanotubes damage on NT and SONT screws.

Figure 2 illustrates the locations observed by SEM on the self-tapped screw. The damage of nanotubes was mainly concentrated on thread ridge at points 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 on the thread. The five points were defined as the areas passed through the central line of the screw (the line passing along the drill tapping plane) and the proportion of debonding areas were measured by Image J software 1.47 V (National Institutes of Health). Under SEM scanning area in every location \((1.01 \times 10.1 \text{ mm}^2)\), the actual nanotubes debonded areas (see Figure 2) were calculated. With the average actual lift off areas value of five points, one circle of thread lift off area \((\varphi)\) can be calculated by Equation 1, based on the hypothesis that the wear debonding areas was equal on different regions on thread.

\[
\varphi = \frac{5}{2\pi r} \left( a_1 + a_2 + a_3 + a_4 + a_5 \right)
\]

Where, \(\varphi\) is the lift off area on one circle of thread, \(\text{mm}^2\); \(a_i\) \((i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5)\) is each observation points of actual nanotubes lift off area, \(\text{mm}^2\); \(r\) is the major radius of thread with 1.75 mm. Statistical analysis of volume loss was performed by one-way ANOVA.

However, the method above described is unable used to work out the debonding area of MA sample as no TiO\(_2\) nanotube layer on the MA screw, as such the damage areas could not be determined by SEM observation. Therefore, the fretting of titanium screw (MA sample) was only topographically compared with NT and SONT screws.

2.4.4 MA, NT and SONT thread width measurement

As insertion procedure generated stress and harsh wear at thread ridge, the tips were
damaged more than other locations, the material on thread tip would be mechanically removed. Therefore, worn threads become thicker than pristine thread, MA, NT and SONT thread width were measured by SEM (JEOL-7601F, JEOL, Japan) and ImageJ 1.47V (National Institutes of Health) was carried out to measure the width of thread after the fretting test.

3. Results

3.1 TiO$_2$ nanotube layer

NT and SONT exhibited a optical homogeneous dark green color without obvious defects. The micro topography of MA, NT and SONT are shown in Figure 3. It was observed from the SEM examination that the machined groove track displayed a rough topography under micro scale on MA screw. In contrast, there were non-machining grooves on both NT and SONT specimens. However, vertically arranged nanotubes structure on NT and SONT were observed. Micro/submicro sized pits were formed on both NT and SONT layers.

Figure 4. shows the high resolution of SEM examinations of both NT and SONT screws. It was observed that the nanotube diameters of both NT and SONT were 100 nm in average, with a length (nanotubes layer thickness) of 2.5±1 μm. SONT exhibited a 120-150 nm thick bonding layer at nanotubes bottom, whereas NT exhibits a typical nanotubes spherical bottom. The SEM examinations revealed the shape of pits varies, and distributed randomly within both NT and SONT layers, the details of pits are shown in Figure 4a1.

Meanwhile, the chemical compositions of both NT and SONT at the pit areas were examined by EDX and were shown in Figure 5. It was observed that the chemical composition of nanotubes of both NT and SONT exhibited 56-57% of oxygen and 23-24% of titanium, indicates TiO$_2$ composition. However, the NT pits areas presented 54% titanium, 21% fluorine and no oxygen was detected. While as the elements on SONT pits areas showed high similarity with that on nanotubes areas. Based on results, it is speculated that chemical composition of pits on NT was titanium substrate, and fluorine concentrated at the pits area.

3.2 Corrosion behavior of MA, NT and SONT modified screws

Before fretting, the OCP of both SONT and MA screws were stabilized at -0.17V vs. SCE, exhibited low tendency to corrosion (Figure 6a). By contrast, NT presented the lowest OCP value with -0.28V vs. SCE. The results are in contrary with the previous studies of anodization on pure titanium [20]. The reason responsible for this can be attributed to the anodization in
NH$_4$F undermined the pristine machinery titanium surface, led to a lower OCP value. Impressively, as the presence of bonding layer, SONT proved highest corrosive resistance, as indicated OCP value.

After fretting test, the worn screws were immersed in fresh SBF. Both NT and SONT screws displayed decreased OCP values. Interestingly, remarkable decrease of the OCP value was observed on Ma screw. As the natural titanium oxide is mechanically depassivated during fretting (or removal during insertion), the titanium substrate of Ma screw exposed into corrosive environment, leading to decreased OCP value from -0.17V to -0.36V vs. SCE, with 0.19V vs. SCE decreased value (see Figure 6b.). In contrast, the decreased OCP value of NT was only approximately 0.04V vs. SCE, from -0.29V to -0.33V vs. SCE. Meanwhile, the SONT was decreased around the same value, 0.05V vs. SCE from -0.17V to -0.22V vs. SCE. However, SONT exhibited the highest value of OCP even after fretting, indicating the mechanical stability of SONT bonding layer to protect titanium against corrosion.

3.3 Fretting track observation

3.3.1 Optical general investigation

Optical images demonstrated that the most of nanotube film on both NT and SONT were maintained and no severe damage was observed during the fretting test, as revealed in Figure 7. However, obvious debonding that exposed the alloy substrate were observed mainly at thread ridge. There has no obvious worn marks on the thread ridge bottom. Obvious substrate exposure was also detected at the tapping areas on both NT and SONT screws as shown in Figure 7b2 and 7b3, respectively. Moreover, nanotubes on NT threads ridge have deboned, whereas the nanotubes on SONT were less damaged.

3.3.2 Fretting Wear evaluation at tapping areas

Figure 8 illustrates the worn marks of the drill tapping areas on three screws worn, suggesting the tapping areas may have been possibly damaged during the insertion. Figures b1 and c1 illustrate that patches of the nanotubes on NT and SONT screw tapping areas were debonded. In contrast, b2 and c2 have shown that the nanotubes layer on SONT was more integrated as it remained in the same area. On tapping plane, NT screws exposed more substrate areas than that of SONT (Figure 8b1, b2, c1 and c2, white arrow). MA surface has been worn on areas due to the presence of surface asperity. Figure a1 and a2 demonstrate that
the worn on MA screw was heavy, scathes were widely distributed on tapping areas. Ascribed to the presence of nanotubes, NT and SONT screws surfaces displayed a slight worn than MA screw.

### 3.3.3 NT and SONT integrity on thread ridge

As shown in Figure 9 (MA 1-5), the MA screw thread ridge was worn heavily. Apart from thread worn, the damage was also remarkable on areas both above and beneath the threads. However, severe wear on NT and SONT were not obvious, as revealed in Figure 9. This may attribute to the presence of protective SONT nanotubes layer. Worn areas of NT and SONT were mainly distributed adjacent the thread ridge as observed in Figure 9. It was also observed that all the nanotubes layer on five thread ridges (from NT-1 to NT-5) were removed from the substrates. Furthermore, areas near the thread tips were also observed delaminated from the substrate and led to the exposure of the substrate (see Figure 9 NT-2, NT-3 and NT-4, white arrow). It is postulated that SONT exhibited an improved mechanical stability, as confirmed by the observation that the nanotubes remained even in some thread areas (SONT-2 and SONT-5, black arrow). Moreover, some areas of destroyed nanotubes displayed light gray (different with the substrate), indicating that the bonding layer still covered the titanium substrate (SONT-1 to SONT-5, red arrow).

Use the methodology of de-boned nanotubes quantitative analysis illustrated in Equation 1, the de-boned areas on every thread of NT and SONT were calculated. Figure 10 shows the de-bonding areas on one thread (φ) of NT and SONT screw thread tip. As the p value was 0.0051, SONT sample exhibited an average de-bonding areas of 0.23 mm² while it was 0.36 mm² for NT sample. As calculated, the de-bonded areas on thread of the SONT decorated screw decreased ~36.11% compared with NT screw, indicating an improved anti-fretting wear for SONT nanotubes layer. Especially, among the five SEM selected points, it was noted that SONT-5 had a lowest worn of only 0.06mm².

### 3.3.4 MA, NT and SONT screw thread worn width measurements

Figure 11 illustrates the selective measurement points (marked with 1, 2 and 3) on worn thread tracks of MA, NT and SONT screw. It was revealed that the MA screw displays the highest value of thread width, with 172.13 μm in average, NT screw reached 154.81 μm and 121.25 μm for the SONT screw (Figure 12). Static analysis shows significant difference
between width of NT thread and that of MA with $p=0.036$, and the $p$ value of NT width with SONT width is 0.0072. The SONT screw thread width is minimum worn, with the narrowest thread worn track after fretting test.

4. Discussion

Implants with appropriate initial contact to adjacent bone generate physical stress at the interface, while the shear generates relative micromotions. The continuous micromotion combined with biological corrosion (fretting corrosion) generates foreign debris, which is the main cause for chronic inflammatory and/or aseptic loosening [21-24]. Although the NT and SONT were successfully generated on TC4 medical screws, micro pits were observed on both surfaces, which was most likely due to erosion of the vanadium oxide during the anodization in fluorine containing electrolyte [6, 25]. The EDX examination well proved the presence of bonding layer at micro pits areas. On nanotubes areas, both NT and SONT contained above 55% of oxygen, 23-25% of titanium, 10% fluorine, 7-8% carbon and less than 3% vanadium, as reported in Figure 5. However, the chemical composition in pits area shows a significant difference. For the pits on NT screw contain 54% titanium, 21% fluorine, 17% carbon, 5% aluminum and 3% vanadium, indicating the composition of alloy substrate without the presence of large amount oxides. Furthermore, the fluorine contains was two folds higher than that of nanotubes areas. Due to selective dissolution during anodization, the phase contains vanadium ($\beta$ phase) was enhanced with etching in fluorine containing electrolyte, due to the high solubility of vanadium oxide [25]. The chemical composition of pits on SONT contain same amount of oxygen, titanium, fluorine compares with nanotubes areas, confirming a layer of titanium oxides was formed at pits areas.

The lower OCP value of NT on Ti6Al4V was due to the micro pits formed during anodization. The formed pits were 'channels' linking corrosive biofluid to substrate while immersed in SBF environment, leading to NT surface corrosion. The improvement of corrosion resistance of SONT was due to introduce of bonding layer at the interface of nanotubes and alloy substrate. From the initial OCP value of SONT, the bonding layer sealed the micro pits at bottom of nanotubes to obstruct the aforementioned 'channels' (Figure 13).

The presence of interfacial bonding layer not only improved corrosion resistance, but also enhanced the tribological performance of SONT layer. Orthopaedic screws can be even
damaged both during the insertion procedure and by long-term fretting *in vivo*. As self-tapping screw’s thread faces with mass stress and heavy rubbing during drilling and installation, the cortical bone can mechanically remove the material on the thread ridge. From the comparison SEM images of the tapping areas, SONT has the minimum debonding areas.

After insertion, due to the full mechanical contact at bone-thread interface, threads tips have a more severe fretting in some areas than others. The SONT exhibited 40% less of nanotubes debris released than that of NT. Although the damage was only at μm², detached nanotubes from substrate might generate a micro sized cluster that would release into the bone and cause tissue reactions. *In vivo* tissue reactions for TiO₂ nanotubes are still barely studied, nevertheless the micro-sized wear debris released in tissue have been widely proven to be toxic.

Furthermore, nanotubes as a layer of TiO₂ covers alloy substrate and plays a vital role in protecting titanium implant, thus any NT detachment leads to expose the substrate directly into the biocorrosive liquid in *vivo* atmosphere, leading to metal ions released from the areas. Moreover, the experimental results of thread width of three screws also proved the SONT had the highest capability to protect worn thread, as debris generated could be easily trapped at interface.

5. **Conclusion**

The NT and SONT were generated on medical grade Ti₆Al₄V (TC4) screws to fabricate TiO₂ nanotube-decorated bone fixation. The fretting and corrosion behavior of the modified screws were investigated by an *ex-vivo* bone screw fretting simulation system and OCP measurement carried out in SBF. The results demonstrated that the screw decorated with SONT exhibits the potential to be applied on orthopaedic devices. The conclusion can be drawn as follows:

1. Before fretting test, the OCP value of NT was lower (-0.29V) than that of Ma surface (-0.17V), indicates that NT on alloy has more tendency to erosion. However, the present of NT film protected the titanium substrate during fretting process as OCP decreased only 0.04V. Impressively, OCP of MA screw decreased significant after fretting (decreased 0.19V), exhibited a poor mechanical stability of bare alloy surfaces.

2. SONT displayed the highest OCP value both before (-0.17V) and after fretting (-0.22V).
Impressively, the OCP value of SONT after fretting was still higher than that of the NT before fretting.

3. TiO₂ nanotubes layer has well proved its protective function against fretting damage on NT and SONT screws, both screws ridges have significantly less worn than Ma screw.

4. SONT exhibited significantly enhanced fretting resistance than NT. Thus, SONT displays an enhanced fretting resistance compared to NT and Ma screws.
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Figure 1. Schematic of fretting at bone-implant interface: Fretting behavior of inserted injury fixation screws (a), load vertically applied on screws, fretting behavior at bone implant interface, the fretting leads to implant surface damage and wear debris generation (b) and mechanical jig setup (c)
Figure 2. Schematic of self-tapping screw and SEM observation of debonding of TiO$_2$ nanotube layer, five points on the thread ridge were used for SEM examinations.
Figure 3. FESEM images of the surfaces of MA, NT and SONT screws. The micro pits were formed on both NT and SONT surface (black arrows).
Figure 4. FESEM images of NT and SONT, top view of NT (a1) and SONT (b1), side view of NT (a2) and SONT (b2) and the bottom part view NT (a3) and SONT (b3). The structure of NT and SONT were shown highly similarity except the bottom, a flat layer was bonded nanotubes bottom in SONT.
Figure 5. SEM-EDX images of NT and SONT at pits and nanotubes areas: NT pits areas and nanotubes areas (a) and SONT pits areas and nanotubes areas (b).
Figure 6. Open circuit potential of MA, NT and SONT: before and after fretting (a) and OCP decreased value of each screws after fretting (b).
Figure 7. Optical image of MA, NT and SONT screws before fretting test (a1) and after fretting test (a2). The enlarged optical images revealed the fretting worn markers on pristine (b1), NT (b2) and SONT (b3) screws, respectively.
Figure 8. Worn after fretting on drill tapping areas, MA screw a1 and a2, NT screw b1 and b2, SONT screw c1 and c2. MA tapping area has worn heavily, tapping upper areas were also worn (a1 and a2, white arrows). The nanotubes layer lift off on NT tapping areas were more than that on SONT (b1 and c1, b2 and c2), some areas on SONT displayed light grey color (c1 and c2, white arrows).
Figure 9. SEM observations of worn thread ridges of machined (Ma 1-5), NT (NT 1-5) and SONT (SONT 1-5) screw, bar=300 μm.
Figure 10. Lift off areas of nanotubes layer on thread for NT and SONT decorated screw, **, p<0.01. p value: 0.0051, Error bars represent standard error with the mean (s.e.m).
Figure 11. Thread width measure points (white bar areas) of Ma(a), NT(b) and SONT(c), bar=300μm.
Figure 12. Thread width of Ma, NT and SONT after fretting, *, p<0.05, **, p<0.01, ***, p<0.001.
Figure 13. The vanadium containing phase dissolved during nanotubes generation process that caused micro pits formed, leading to substrate exposure. The bonding layer presents a vital role to against corrosion in SBF though sealed the pits.